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Abstract
The environmental regulatory climate has changed in the United States
over the past decade. Regulatory programs are increasing in number and the
focus of regulatory activities is widening to include smaller sources of
pollution. Municipalities of all sizes are feeling the financial impact of
new requirements. Those affected most severely, however, are small rural
communities. They are finding it increasingly difficult to meet regulatory
demands. The costs of the infrastructure necessary to meet current
regulatory requirements represents over 20% of small community budgets and
is rising rapidly. By 1996, communities of 2500 persons or less will .be
required to pay an additional $170 per year per household for
environmental services. EPA estimates that between 21 and 30% of these
communities will have difficulty financing the infrastructure necessary to
meet new re qu irements.
The New York Self Help Support System was developed in response to the
growing number of small communities failing to meet regulatory
requirements for water and waste water management. The program provides
small communities with technical, financial, and management advice
regarding project development and construction. The goal of the program is
to reduce costs of water and waste water projects by encouraging local
self help efforts. This program is unlike other technical assistance
programs in that regulatory staff provide the technical assistance. Staff
involved in self help projects encourage communities to take control of
their own projects and to use local resources before relying on outside
assistance or services.
The role of the New York Self Help Support System in assisting
communities with compliance is examined here. The problem facing small
communities is described from the community and state agency perspective.
Then the program itself is described in detail. An analysis of the
program's success at meeting its goals and those of the participating
agencies follows.
Thesis Supervisor: Lawrence S. Bacow
Title: Director of Research, CRE)
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Preface
I stumbled upon the Self Help Support System while working on a
paper on technical assistance for the Massachusetts Executive Office of
Environmental Affairs. The New York program intrigued me because it was an
example of a program that allowed regulators to go beyond simple
enforcement techniques. It encouraged them to assist communities with
understanding the regulatory process and more importantly, in meeting the
regulatory requirements. It occurred to me that this program would be fun
to look at for a thesis.
In the fall of that year I began developing a plan for a thesis
analyzing the New York Self Help Program. My proposal was to analyze the
self help program with the goal of determining its applicability to other
states or areas of regulation. In New York, the agencies involved
regulated water and waste water management. It seemed to me that this type
of program would work well in solid waste and even areas like housing and
human services. Thus, I set out to prove myself right.
Over the year that I have spent working on this project, I have
learned a great deal. The more I learned the less clear I was about what
the goals of the New York program really were and what problems it had
been designed to address. I started out thinking that this program
addressed non-compliance of all small communities. What I now understand
is that the self help program has a much narrower focus. It deals
specifically with small communities that wish to comply but cannot comply
due to financial constraints. Thus, what I originally thought was a thesis
on enforcement, is actually a thesis on compliance.
The moral of the story is that the thesis process is a learning
process. The ideas that are presented in a proposal are not necessarily
the same as those presented in the final draft. Along the way this
transformation is disconcerting. The original ideas begin to look foreign
and the final idea seems to linger too far in the distance. In the end,
the reward is worth the journey. Finally you can look back and see how far
you've come. My hope is that the lessons I have learned from this project
will be as valuable to others as they have been to me.
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Chapter One
Introduction
Environmental legislation passed in the 1970's did a great deal to
decrease the pollution of our environment. For instance, with the passage
of the Clean Air Act of 1970 and the 1972 amendments to the Clean Water
Act, huge belching smoke stacks and putrid effluent pipes came under the
regulatory purview of EPA and state regulatory agencies. The enforcement
of standards set under these Acts resulted in a significant reduction in
the more visible forms of air and water pollution. '
Regulatory agencies responsible for implementing these statutes have
focussed, until recently, on large industries and municipalities. By
concentrating on the most visible sources of pollution, the agencies
attempted to attain the greatest reduction in pollution for a given
expenditure on enforcement. Small businesses and communities, although not
exempt from these regulations, have been almost ignored by regulatory
authorities. In fact, for many years the only significant environmental
regulations affecting smaller communities were those governing sewers and
waste water treatment.2
The regulatory climate has changed over the last decade. Not only do
EPA's regulations now affect all sectors of American life, but each sector
finds its activities governed by several different kinds of environmental
2 Office of Policy, Planning and Evaluation., EPA. Municipalities,
Small Businesses, and Aqriculture: The Challenre of Meet inEnvironmental
Responsibilities. September 1988. p. 1-1.
2 Ibid. p. 1-2.
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regulations.3 Consequently, municipally-provided services are increasingly
governed by environmental regulations. The implementation of new laws,
like the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, (RCRA), of 1984, which
governs management practices for solid and hazardous waste, extended new
regulations to the municipal sector. In addition, old legislation has been
amended to apply to a broader spectrum of polluters. For example, the 1986
amendments to the Safe Drinking Water Act of 1974, require all public
water supplies to comply with a substantially expanded list of Primary
Drinking Water Regulations.4
This shift in its regulatory mandate has presented EPA with a new
challenge. Over the past twenty years, permit programs have been developed
to control discharges from large sources. Now, EPA must establish programs
that govern the activities of thousands of small sources. As a result,
EPA, backed by a strong legislative and popular mandate, has begun to
develop programs that widen the focus of regulatory activities.
Municipalities of all sizes are feeling the financial impact of
tighter and more numerous regulations. Those affected most severely
however, are smaller communities, where environmental services already
represent a significant proportion of local budgets. EPA reports that the
relative portion of community budgets allocated to environmental services
3 Ibid. p.1-3.
4 The 1986 amendments require EPA to establish numerical standards or
treatment techniques for 83 drinking water contaminants based on best
available technology. This strengthens considerably the 1974 Act which
required EPA to develop national and secondary regulations for known or
suspected drinking water contaminants. By 1986, only 22 were in place.
Additional requirements of the 1986 amendments include: development of
subsurface water filtration requirements, initiation of prohibition on the
use of lead pipes, solder and flux and the establishment of disinfection
requirements for all public water supplies.
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decreases as the population increases. For example, in communities of
under 50,000 persons, 21.1% of the 1984-1985 municipal budget was spent on
environmental services.5 In municipalities of between 50,000 and 250,000
persons and over 250,000 persons, 15.8% and 14% was allocated to these
services, respectively.6
As we move into the next decade, environmental services are expected
to place an even heavier burden on municipalities. EPA has projected that
new solid waste, waste water, and drinking water regulations will require
the average US household to spend an additional $100 per year by 1996 for
environmental services.7 The average increase projected for communities
under 2500 is $170 per household. This increase translates into an
additional .7% of gross household income in communities this size. This
compares to a .4% average US increase and .5% increase for communities of
over 250,000 persons.
The municipal sector study done by EPA indicates that most
municipalities will be able to meet expected increases in environmental
expenses and remain financially sound. EPA predicts, however, that between
21% and 30% of the communities under 2500 persons may have difficulty
building the facilities necessary to meet environmental regulatory
requirements. The high cost of some new regulations, the cumulative cost
5 The 21.1% for environmental services was the highest of all
services for this group of communities. The second highest allocation was
for energy at 18.2%.
6 Costs for environmental services refers here to annual operating
and capital costs for drinking water, waste water treatment and solid
waste disposal.
7 Sector Study Steering Committee, EPA. Municipalities, Small
Businesses, and Agriculture: The Challerge of Meeting Environmental
Responsibilities. September 1988.
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of some recent legislative requirements and the limited margin for
expansion for financial obligations are expected to reduce small community
compliance with federal and state legislative mandates.
The picture painted for small communities is bleak. In some cases
there may be assistance available for communities in financial difficulty.
For example, agencies implementing solid waste regulations have developed
financial assistance programs to assist municipalities with compliance.
The State of Massachusetts is developing a grant program for the capping
and clean up of municipal landfills. In other areas, like water supply and
waste water treatment, financial assistance may be less forthcoming. Few
grant programs for water supply projects currently exist and no future
assistance programs have been announced. Financial assistance does exist
for waste water projects in the form of construction grants. However,
historically this program has not met the needs of the smallest
communities. Further, as the financial assistance provided by this program
shifts from grants to loans over the next two years, it will become even
less beneficial to these communities. 8
This thesis examines a program that was designed to assist communities
in meeting current and future environmental requirements. The focus of
this program is not financial assistance. On the contrary, this program's
focus is on reducing the capital costs of pollution control projects so
that communities will need less financial assistance. This program,
developed and implemented in New York state, encourages communities to
reduce costs of necessary infrastructure by taking control of their own
B New York Water Pollution Control Works.NY DEC. Project Priority
System.p.34.
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projects. " The New York Self Help Support System" prompts communities to
use their own resources before relying on outside assistance or services.
For instance, the self help approach encourages communities to determine
how much residents can afford to pay in user fees before they begin
developing a solution to their problem. Self help communities learn to
lower project costs by utilizing strategies like borrowing equipment,
purchasing building materials directly and using their municipal staff
instead of outside contractors for various phases of the project.
The first and second chapters of this thesis describe the nature of
the problem that the New York Self Help program addresses. The story of a
small New York town and a state regulatory agency are used to illustrate
the problem of non-compliance among small communities. The third chapter
describes how and why the Self Help program works in New York. The fourth
chapter analyses the self help approach with an emphasis on barriers to
effective implementation and obstacles to the use of self help in other
states. The fifth and final chapter presents conclusions and
recommendations for future application of self help.
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Chapter Two
This chapter looks at a sample community and the problems it faced in
beginning a waste water treatment project. This particular community is
representative of a large number of small rural communities whose movement
toward compliance with environmental regulations comes not as a result of
enforcement but because the town's residenLO called for action. This
description is not intended to explain why the community was out of
compliance. Rather, it is intended to shed light on the barriers towns
face in attempting to comply with environmental regulations. In
particular, the story of Seward, New York points to the problems that
small communities face in approaching capital intensive construction
projects.
This chapter also provides a view of the barriers faced by Seward
from the perspective of the regulatory agency responsible for
implementation of water pollution control regulations. The description of
the Department of Environmental Conservation reinforces the need for
innovative programs like the New York State Self Help Support System.
Together these two descriptions show not only the need for assistance for
small communities, but, more specifically, what type of assistance is
needed.
The Story of Seward New York
Seward New York is a rural community of 50 homes, located 40 miles
east of Albany. For over 20 years,Seward ignored the necessity of shifting
11
from on site septic systems to a new treatment facility. Residential on-
site systems frequently failed causing discharging to ditches, storm
sewers and even farmer's fields. According to Carl Barbic, the Town
Supervisor, the odor caused by these discharges was so unpleasant in
certain parts of town that ". .you don't want to keep your windows down
when you drive through".9 This discharge activity also placed the town in
flagrant violation of discharge regulations under the Clean Water Act.
However, although this discharge concerned town residents, the high price
tag associated with a new system lead to years of inaction.
By 1985, 90% of the homes in Seward had failing septic systems and
banks began to deny mortgage financing to those interested in selling
their property. Finally, goaded by a local engineer who championed this
issue, residents decided that action needed to be taken to solve this
problem. Their first step was to form a sewage committee. Next, they got a
preliminary project cost estimate for an EPA construction grants waste
water collection and treatment project. The estimate for a new system came
to $530,000, or more than $10,000 per household. In order to finance this
capital -expense, loan payments would translate into a user fee of between
$500 and $1000 per household, per year.'0
Determined to reduce the financial burden this system would place on
residents, Carl Barbic worked closely with the committee to locate
possible grants. First he contacted the EPA construction grants program
which directed him to the New York Department of Environmental
* Nora Goldstein. "Small Communities Help Themselves". Biocycle.
February 1987. p 38.
10 Actual user fees would depend on the term and interest rate
available on the loan.
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Conservation, responsible for administration of the grant program in the
state. Unfortunately, the response the town received from DEC was not
encouraging. They were told that unless their town was under consent
orders and their application was already being processed for a
construction grant, they would have to get in line behind several other
communities whose applications waited evaluation. Further, on receiving
the information regarding the application procedures, Seward realized that
the town would have to spend a great deal of money on the application
process itself. In fact, the amount of money they would spend on the
application process might be as much as the amount of the matching grant
received from EPA.
Next Barbic looked into funding from the Farmer's Home Administration,
(FHA). Barbic reasoned that an agency like the FHA, which focusses its
assistance on needy communities under 10,000 persons, might offer Seward
some assistance. Unfortunately what he found was that due to reductions in
federal appropriations, FHA had restricted the approval of grants to only
very low income areas.-:1 In order for Seward to qualify for an FIA grant,
the town would have to demonstrate that the median household income was
less than a specified amount.22 In addition, Seward would have to show
that the impact of debt service on residents would be too great a burden
to them. Unfortunately, the town did not qualify according to the first
criterion.
"1 Jane W. Schautz. The Self Help Handbook,The Rensselaerville
Institute, Rensselaerville, NY. p. 87.
12 For instance, according to the Self Help Handbook, in 1984 this
level was $ 12,282.
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Having been unsuccessful at locating grant funds to lower the town's
share of the project cost, Barbic anxi the committee began to rethink their
options. The way they saw it, they had three alternatives. The first was
to meet the costs of the project but reduce the financial household burden
on individual households by obtaining grant funds. This obviously had not
been fruitful. The second route was to look into cutting the cost of the
project in some way. The third alternative was to get a loan for the total
project costs and simply bear the full burden. Apparently the sentiment
was so strong within the community to avoid high per household costs that
the committee decided to investigate project cost cutting ideas before
resorting to the final option. It was through this last-stab inquiry that
they uncovered a new state program called the Self Help Support System.
Department of Environmental Conservation
The Department of Environmental Conservation is the New York State
agency responsible for implementing the Federal Water Pollution Control
Act, now known as the Clean Water Act, (CWA). The goals of this Act
include the protection of public health and the improvement of water
quality. The strategy written into the law for the meeting of these
goals, is the typical "command ard control" method. Using this method,
standards are set for allowable pollution discharge levels and those
parties that fail to meet them are fined.23 Standards have been set for
"- Lawrence Bacow.Barcrainirq for Job Safety ard Health. MIT Press.
February 1981. pp 12-16.
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particular pollutants and for particular irxiustries. The enforcement of
these standards is the responsibility of the individual state water
protection agencies.
The goal of DEC's enforcement policies is to deter violations of the
regulations set forth in the Clean Water Act. Unfortunately, due to
limited resources and staff, complete deterrence is not possible. The
agency must determine the point at which the increasing costs associated
with enforcement (both direct and indirect) are equal to the costs
associated with the risk of harm to the public. Beyond this point
enforcement is perceived to be counterproductive.24 Historically, this
perception has resulted in the agency focussing its enforcement activities
on the largest sources of pollution.
The tools available to DEC for the promotion of compliance with their
regulations reflect this narrow focus. Their primary tool for compliance
promotion is the construction grants program. This program was provided
under the act in anticipation of the burden that complying with the
discharge standards would impose on the public sector. Projects eligible
for program funds can receive grants for up to 85 % of project
construction costs.
, This program is administered by the individual state agencies
responsible for water pollution control. In order to make the distribution
of the funds relatively equitable, the federal guidelines require states
to establish a priority system for project applications. EPA must approve
the priority system, as well as the resulting list of projects before
14 C.S. Diver, " Theory of Regulatory Enforcement". Public Policy,
p. p.262-264.
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funds are released to applicants.
The DEC must develop a priority system based on recommendations from
the EPA. The State system must give consideration to:
A. the severity of pollution problems;
B. the existing population affected;
C. the need for preservation of high quality waters;
D. total funds available;
E. any additional factors considered pertinent by the state.*
* Grants are given to only projects certified by the State as entitled to
priority for a grant over other projects in the state.25
The New York project rating system considers:
A. the existing conditions which cause the pollution
B. the value of the resource to be protected.. .and the probable results
of the proposed project
C. intergovernmental needs
Each of these considerations has a list of criteria each of which has an
associated score.
Community applications are sorted into categories by population size:
communities of 3,500 persons or less fall into category A, communities of
3,501 to 2,000,000 are in category B, and communities of 2,000,001 and
above are in category C. Grant funds are distributed among the categories
based on the number of community projects that achieve a score of above
135 points. For the years 1988, 1989 and 1990, category A received only 3%
of the grant funds while categories B and C received 44% and 53%
25 Office of Water Program Operations. How to Obtain Federal Grants
to Build Municipal Wastewater Treatment Works. January 1981. p. 14.
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respectively.'6
The scoring system allocates the highest scores to waste water
problems that occur in larger communities. For instance, communities
identified in National Pollution Discharge Elimination System, (NPDES)
permits receive 100 points. 60 points are given to communities with
primary treatment systems that require upgrading. Failing individual
systems, found in many small communities, receive only 50 points for
documented water quality degradation, 30 points for formal notice of
violation, and 10 points for no formal notice. With such low scores given
to the problems occurring in the smaller communities it is no wonder that
category A receives the smallest allocation of grant funds.
Those small communities that are in fact eligible for construction
grant funds are often discouraged from pursuing them by DEC staff. The
agency is not apathetic toward small communities. On the contrary, the
agency's advice is simply practical. The construction grant program
requires communities to do so much preliminary work in order to achieve
grant approval, that for many small communities the cost of the grant
process would exceed the amount of the grant.17
The future of DEC's financial assistance for small communities does
not look any brighter. The 1987 amendments to the WQA call for the
termination of the grants program and the development of state revolving
loan programs by 1990. Federal grants to states will be used to make loans
to communities. Under this kind of program the state will necessarily be
concerned with protecting the money loaned to communities. Small
16 NY Water Pollution Control Works. p.30.
17 Fred Esmond, DEC. personal communication. 3/89.
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communities that may have difficulty repaying loans may continue to be low
priority under this new system.
Thus, although DEC had been concerned about small community
noncompliance for years, the tools available for assisting municipalities
did not adequately meet the needs of the smaller communities. Enforcement
for smaller communities seemed useless to DEC without some mechanism to
encourage compliance. With no financial assistance available, the agency
looked for alternative methods for promoting compliance. In their search,
DEC came upon a new tool for compliance called Self Help.
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Chapter Three
The New York Self Help Support System is an example of a program
developed to address the problems faced by small communities regarding
compliance with regulations. The New York program deals specifically, with
regulations governing water and waste water management. However, the
approach is applicable to many other areas of concern. This program
encourages community self reliance through the development of a support
system of technical, financial and management consulting services. The
uniqueness of this program is that the bulk of the services are provided
by the state regulatory agencies themselves. The intent of this chapter is
to introduce the reader to self help as a tool in a particular application
with the goal of demonstrating its usefulness in other applications.
Description of the New York Self Help Support System
The New York State Self Help Support System (SHSS) is one of several
community assistance programs sponsored by the Office of Local Government
Services in the New York Department of State, (DOS). This Self Help Support
System is a cooperative effort between DOS, the Department of
Environmental Conservation, (DEC), the Department of Health, (DOH), and the
Rensselaerville Institute in Rensselaerville NY. These agencies assist
communities in developing solutions to water and waste water problems.
The goal of the SHSS is to reduce costs of water and waste water projects
by encouraging local self help efforts.
19
Self help, in this context, means communities managing their own
construction projects and limiting costs using strategies such as direct
purchase of materials and borrowing or leasing equipment. This approach
encourages communities to take control of their water and waste water
projects rather than relying on "outsiders", (ie. engineers and
consultants) to run their projects for them. Self help requires a
community to decide for itself that self help is right for the community.
Only then can they contribute an adequate amount of energy to solving
their own problems. Using the motto, "the best way to make money is to
need less of it" and "never pay someone else to do for you what you can do
competently for yourself" communities participating in self help projects
have completed water and waste water projects at up to 50% of their
original cost estimates.'8
The Rensselaerville Institute developed the self help concept. While
communities of all sizes have been using these cost-cutting strategies for
years, the Institute created a process for project completion based on the
organized use of these strategies. By working with small community
revitalization projects, the Institute gathered enough information about
what works and what doesn't work to put together a process for low cost
project completion. The SHSS that evolved in New York is an attempt to
institutionalize, or systematize self help.Together the Institute and the
State integrated this approach into the state bureaucracy as a tool for
regulatory agencies to use in assisting communities with compliance.
There are several services provided by the New York State Self Help
2B Diane Perley, New York State Self-Help Support System: Technical
Assistance as a Method to Solve Wastewaster Treatment Problems. DEC.
Albany NY.
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Support System. The first is training workshops for state, regional and
local officials on the appropriate use of self help strategies. Second is
on-site project assistance in water and waste water project financing,
planning, designing and construction. Technical engineering assistance is
provided by the staff of both DEC and DOH. The DOS staff provides
assistance in project management and f inancing. Third, a self help loan
fund, administered by the Rensselaerville Institute, provides funding to
low income communities involved in self help projects. Finally, resource
materials, such as "The Self Help Handbook" and sample engineering
contracts, provide communities with information on everything from
facility development to operation and manacement.
Together, these program components are the vehicles with which the
self help approach to problem solving is promoted. I will describe each of
the program components in detail. However, the specifics of the program
design may be more easily understood if the concept and its development is
described first. It will be important to any analysis of the State program
design to be able to distinguish between the concept of self help and the
concept application or program design.
Concept Evolution
The Rensselaerville Institute was founded in 1963. Formerly the
Institute of Man and Science, it is an independent, non-profit educational
center located in Rensselaerville New York. Its activities include forums
and workshops, research studies and demonstration projects that focus on
new approaches to critical social problems. One of the Institute's major
21
themes is the renewal of human communities.19 Through a series of
demonstration projects, the staff at the Institute has attempted to
develop a process model for small town revitalization emphasizing self
help and community solidarity. As described by Hal Williams, the Director
of the Institute, the Institute wanted to prove that "a local solution to
a crisis is vastly preferable to a top down solution from the state or
federal government and that you didn't need tons and tons of money." 20
The Institute's demonstration projects include: the revitalization of
Corbett, New York, which involved a town water system installation and the
restoration of several homes and public buildings; the completion of a 16
mile water line by the Cherokee Nation in Bell Oklahoma; and a major
water, sewer and housing renewal project in the town of Stump Creek
Pennsylvania. The Stump Creek project offers a good example of how the
Rensselaerville staff worked with the pilot communities and the type of
activities completed.
The town of Stump Creek Pennsylvania, 85 miles north of Pittsburgh,
was built in 1922 to house miners working for Northwest Mining and
Exchange Co.22 At its peek, the town population was about 1000. In 1949,
the town was sold to a real estate corporation in anticipation of the
depletion of the coal vein. In 1959, the mine finally closed. The
population decreased to less than 200 and the town began to decline.
Houses became increasingly dilapidated. 90% of the existing houses lacked
29 Human community is used here to mean a group of humans as opposed
to animals, plants or even more specific groups like scientists.
20 Bob Dvochak," Self Help program sows seeds of growth in dying coal
village". Associated Press.December 1983.
21 Ibid.
22
indoor toilets. In addition, all homes were served by a deep well, gravity
flow water system whose pipes were corroded beyond repair. Their leaky
water system often left residents without water. In the early 70s,
Pennsylvania health officials considered relocating the 142 residents
because of sanitary conditions.
In 1972, Stump Creek was one of ten small western Pennsylvania
communities the Institute visited and considered for participation in a
revitalization project. After further evaluation and discussion with town
residents, Stump Creek was selected for a demonstration project. The
Institute purchased Stump Creek for $ 175,000 from the real estate
Corporation that owned it. The Jefferson - Clarion Housing corporation (a
non-profit corp.) agreed to hold title to the property and act as
transitional landlord. The Corporation further agreed to sell the property
on a no-gain basis to community residents - in accordance with the
revitalization plan.
Over the next six years the Rensselaerville Institute staff and
residents worked together to develop and implement a revitalization plan
for the community. The project was broken into several phases:
1) development of an action plan 2) development and completion of an EIS
for the parts of the projects using federal funds, 3) implementation of
the various projects and activities, and 4) a transition phase during
which the Institute and the Corporation turned over the land and
responsibility to Stump Creek residents. The funds for the project,
originally estimated at $ 1,155,000 were secured from federal, state, and
private sources. Pennsylvania Department of Community Affairs, the Housing
Assistance Council, in Washington D.C., and private foundations in New
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York City were among the sources for funding for the project.
The role that the Rensselaerville staff played in this and similar
projects was primarily that of "catalyst". They sought not only to
identify and secure resources for community project activities, but also
to "provide a structure and suggest a process for developing the
revitalization plan." The Institute staff organized the community
residents into committees, worked with them to complete grant
applications, organized and facilitated town meetings, and assisted with
project design and construction activities.
From these demonstration projects, the staff at the Institute developed
the process of small community project completion, now known as self help.
They gathered information about the organization and politics of small
towns. They also compiled a list of the most important factors, or
strategies, in getting a project done on a low budget.
The Institute drew several conclusions from their experiences with
small community revitalization projects. A few that they feel are the most
important are:
1) Real savings in community-run projects do not result
from the utilization of volunteer labor, but from the
community acting as contractor (rather than hiring a
general contractor) .
2) The key to project completion is not development of a
plan but the identification of a key individual or group
within the community to move the plan.
3) The relationship between state and local government
needs to change. The state needs to move from protector
to enabler in order for communities to move from dependent
to self reliant.
The materials that have been developed for the New York State program
ref lect the lessons learned during these demonstration projects and from
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other communities that have completed projects on their own.2 2
Having completed several demonstration projects, Institute staff
decided that the idea of Self Help needed to be institutionalized. Their
concentration on single projects like Stump Creek precluded simultaneous
work with other communities.23 As Jane Schautz project Director at the
Rensselaerville Institute put it, "We realized that we couldn't save the
world one community at a time." The Institute wanted to share what they'd
learned in a more systematic way. They also felt their work with
communities would benefit from more technical knowledge in areas such as
engineering and regulation. State agencies seemed the perfect testing
ground for the self help approach. State agency staff cover a large
territory and numerous communities, and the state also has access to
plenty of technical expertise. Further, from the Institute's point of
view,the relations between small rural communities and state agencies
needed to be improved.
State Acency Involvement
In January of 1984, Hal Williams, president of Rensselaerville
Institute, approached the Secretary of State in New York State with a
proposal to combine their concept of self help with the work of state
agencies. Williams had known the Secretary of State, Gail Shaffer, for
several years personally and knew her to be sympathetic with the problems
faced by small rural communities. She was raised on a farm in a small
22 Community case studies compiled by the DOS describe self help
projects that were completed before the SfOS was established. The case
study communities have provided other communities and the SHSS with
specific information regarding self help strategies.
23 Charles Levesque.Illinois Self Help Consortium for Water and Waste
Water Projects. Illinois Community Action Association. January 1989.
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rural New York state community. Shaffer was impressed with the
accomplishments of communities like Stump Creek and Corbett and was
interested in trying the concept out on the state level. Their next move
was to meet with specific department heads from agencies whose work might
benefit from the concept of self help.
The agencies the Institute staff suggested were those that dealt with
problems that were both geographical ly widespread and had "straightforward
solutions that local communities could understand and affect most
easily". A4 From the Institute's experience, both water and waste water
projects fit this prescription. The agencies responsible for these
projects were the Department of Environmental Conservation (waste water),
and the Department of Health (water supply projects) . Secretary Shaffer
set up a meeting with the Commissioners and various program directors from
these departments at which the Institute Staff presented their ideas for a
state-run self help program.
After several months of discussion, DEC and DOH and the Department of
State signed a Memorandum of Understanding, (MOU), with the
Rensselaerville Institute.25 As stated by Secretary Shaffer, this
cooperative effort was established to "define and test a program to reduce
costs of water and waste water construction projects for small, rural,
financially distressed communities across New York State".
The initial activities performed under this cooperative agreement
24 Jane Schautz. personal communication.
25 The MOU was signed by the Commissioners of DEC,DOS and DOH. This
document did not specify specific activities that would be performed by
each agency or the system itself. It simply pledged the agencies'
commitment to participate in the cooperative effort.
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included: training workshops for state and local officials regarding the
self help approach; the development of self help educational materials,
and a pilot water supply project in the town of Willsboro. In the spring
of 1986, the Institute received a grant from the Ford Foundation to
develop a loan program for self help communities. The grant program, the
workshops, the technical assistance services and the educational materials
have all been molded and refined over the past few years in order to
adequately fit the needs of the state and local participants. Together
they make up the support system for self help project communities.
Support System Components :
The components of the support system make up an interlocking network
of services available to communities involved in or simply considering
self help. Not all components are appropriate or necessary for all
community participants. However, individually each component is a critical
part of the SHSS.
Self Help Resource Materials
The educational resources represent the concept in written form. "The
Self Help Handbook" is a written description of the lessons learned by
Jane Schautz and others from their revitalization demonstration projects.
The strategies outlined in the handbook and in other resource materials
are the same as those described at the training workshops and by the
technical assistance staff in the field. For this reason, a discussion of
the educational materials will serve as a description of the strategies
and techniques known as the self help approach to community problem
solving.
The bible of self help concept is known as the Self Help Handbook.
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This handbook walks the reader through a self help project step by step.
It begins with a detailed description of the characteristics exhibited by
a community that is ready to do a self help project. As described by Jane
Schautz, project Coordinator at the Rensselaerville Institute and author
of The Self-Help Handbook, there are four elements that indicate a
community's potential for success with Self Help projects. They are:
1. The presence of "Sparkplugs" within the community. These are
individuals that take personal responsibility, have narrow and intensefocus, are good learners ard are moderate risk takers.
2. Past success in Self Help-type projects
3. Generally unified community atmosphere
4. Capacity of residents in needed skills (ie.residents have and are
willing to contribute the skills)
The handbook suggests that those communities that have the capacity
to go forward with a project must also have the willingness to proceed. An
evaluation of this willingness measures the following factors:
1. A strong local perception of the problem
2. Recognition that doing it themselves is the best and maybe the only
solution
3. Confidence that they can do it adequately
4. No strongly competing priorities (ie.other local projects)
5. Supportive local government
6. Willingness of private and public users to pay increased costs.
The characteristics of potential and willingness are presented in a
very simplistic manner but the ideas conveyed are none the less valid. A
community must be serious about completing a project and be realistic
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about the work force and resources at their disposal. If self help
strategies are to be successful (ie. project completed at a reduced cost),
a community needs to be in control of the project they are about to
undertake. 26
Next, the guidebook outlines, in detail, the specific strategies that
a community can employ in constructing a water or waste water project.
Each strategy is followed in the handbook by a discussion of its
advantages and disadvantages. The strategies are tailored specifically to
New York State laws and regulations.
An example of the simpler strategies described by the self help
literature is the use of "force accounting". This means that municipal
employees are used for project labor.2 7 For example, the town highway crew
may do some of the excavation work necessary for the laying of a water
line. The town, in essence, borrows the labor hours from one town agency
to complete a project that falls outside that agency's responsibility. The
benefit of using this strategy is not to avoid the cost of the labor, but
to lower it. Obviously, force accounting is only advantageous where rates
of municipal workers are lower than those of private contractors.
Both EPA and the State of New York recognize and allow the use of
force accounting even in projects that receive government funds.ae They do
require, however, that the community involved adhere to strict record
26 On-site technical assistance staff have learned to be able to
observe these characteristics in communities. Most technical assistance
staff people have a great deal of experience working with communities and
know what factors will make a self help project work. For a more detailed
description see section on-site technical assistance.
27Jane Schautz. Self Help Handbook. Rensselaerville Institute. p. 33.
28 Ibid. p.33.
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keeping and accounting procedures. Generally, where any state or federal
funds are used for a project, a community must make sure that they comply
with all labor laws including equal opportunity and workers compensation
requirements.
Another strategy is that of using town equipment or borrowing
equipment from another town to complete specific tasks of a construction
project. Because outside professional operators are usually paid by the
hour for their time and equipment, the savings recognized by using town
employees and equipment can be significant. When borrowing equipment, it
is important to determine the specifics of the liability and insurance of
the equipment and operator, preferably in contract form, before proceeding
with the work.
The handbook contains many more self help strategies for communities
than is possible to present. Project funding, management, design, and
construction strategies are given in full detail. Other useful educational
materials have been produced to supplement the handbook and the technical
assistance provided by agency staff. These materials include sample
engineering contracts, sewer district formation guidelines, and case
studies of other self help community projects.
Trainir Workshops
The original training workshops were coordinated and run by staff of
the Institute and representatives of DEC, DOH and DOS. These workshops had
three main purposes. First, they were designed to educate state agency
staff from both the central and regional offices of DEC and DOH in self
help techniques and strategies. Agendas for these meetings included
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training in working with village/town boards as well as detailed
discussion of preparing RFP's, preliminary design, project costs, agency
documents and approvals project alternatives and funding sources. Role
playing exercises were utilized at many of the workshops.
The second purpose served by these workshops was to identify
individuals in the central and regional offices of DEC and DOH that were
interested in participating in the pilot projects and future workshops.
Staff that were most interested in se1f help were those that had been
working closely with communities for some time already.
Finally, the workshops were intended to deliver a message to all
agency staff that promotion of self help in communities was encouraged and
supported by agency directors and decision makers. This endorsement was
intended to empower those that already used these techniques by applauding
their activities and to encourage more people to use the tool by
demonstrating the interest and enthusiasm of the agency.
Loan Program
According to the SHSS team, self help communities often have
difficulty getting loans from banks. This, they claim, is due to the non-
traditional nature of their project plan. Further, even where loans are
attainable from banks, often there is a considerable time lag between
applying for and receiving the loan. The self help loan fund was developed
to provide self help communities with an easily accessible, short term,
low interest funds. As stated by Fred Esmond, "it's not the size of the
loan, but the time involved". It was also anticipated that these loans
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could be used by communities to leverage bank loans.a9
The loan program is a source of funds of last resort to communities
participating in self help projects. The funds for the loan program came
from the Ford Foundation. Rensselaerville Institute received $500,000 for
five years. The Institute received an additional $50,000 for
administration of the loans and to cover any defaults that might occur. In
order to apply for a loan, a community gets an application from the
Department of State and the application is referred to Rensselaerville
Institute. Jane Schautz, the administrator of the loans, presents the
application to a loan review committee.
The review committee consists of representatives of each of the state
agencies participating in the SHSS, the Institute's president, Hal
Williams, and three community representatives.3 0 The committee determines
the loan amount, the pay back period length, and the interest rate. An
offer is made to the applicant community and a payment schedule is
negotiated. The maximum term length is four years and loans usually range
between $10,000 and $100,000. Interest rates vary from .5% to 4%.
Nine loans have been made to date. One is in process of negotiation.
Of the nine, five are completely repaid, including interest. Three of the
communities that repaid their loans did so before completing drawdown.
According to Jane Schautz, all payments have been made on time.
29 Schautz and Esmond, Personal communication. Self Help conference
September 1988.
0 The community representatives are Flo Hathaway, former supervisor
for Willsboro,NY, Jim Franco of Herkimer, NY, and a representatives form
Corbett, NY. Willsboro was the first SHSS pilot project. Herkimer
completed a self help project on their own before the SHSS was developed.
And finally, Corbett was one of the Institute's demonstration projects.
Each person on the committee played a major role in their community project.
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On-Site Technical Assistance
Of all the component parts of the SHSS, the on-site technical
assistance is the most crucial and probably the hardest to describe. The
technical assistance is provided by staff persons from DOS, DEC,, and DOH.
The "technical assistance" that they provide ranges from technical
engineering advice regarding particular water or waste water treatment
technology to simply reassuring the community that "they can do it". I
will present here only a brief description of the technical assistance
component. A more in depth analysis will follow in the next chapter.
Each participating agency has at least one person working on self help
projects in small communities. These individuals are called project
directors. Project directors in both DEC and DOH are engineers trained in
the technical aspects of water and waste water project development and are
experienced in working with local governments. The DOS project director
assists communities with project administration and financing. Although
individual project directors sometimes handle projects on their own, they
coordinate their efforts with other agency project directors as much as
possible.
The job of project director entails working with communities from
the beginning of a project to the end. Their assistance is in the form of
both technical and management consulting services. Communities are usually
referred to agency self help project directors. Project Directors first
assess the community's needs as far as technical, management and
administrative information. They then break the project down into
component parts and assist the community in developing a workplan for
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project completion. They supply communities with advice and assistance on
issues such as district formation, selection of an engineer, technical
aspects of water or sewer project technologies and financing options.
SHSS participants all seem to agree that the most crucial aspect of
this service is the individual delivering the assistance. The most
successful assistants, they contend, exhibit fairly distinct qualities.
First of all, because self help staff people provide technical assistance
services, it follows that they should have technical training in the
appropriate field. In New York all self help staff within the regulatory
agencies are trained engineers.In addition to engineering skills, however,
knowledge of permitting procedures is key. Another important
characteristics is an ability to work with communities. Experience with
communities is optimal here.
Next, they should be interested in and enthusiastic about using self
help as a tool.That is, they have to really want to do it. Finally,
because self help staff are often required, due to the nature of the job,
to perform above and beyond the call of duty, they should be willing and
able to do just that. This means they must be willing to drive great
lengths, attend night meetings frequently and deal with individuals and
issues that, at times, may seem irrational, inconsequential, or just plain
boring. In summary, a self help staff person, as Jane Schautz might say,
has really got to be someone special. 3 1
Evaluation of communities according to the readiness and willingness
characteristics does take place but at a much deeper level than suggested
31 This description is my own translation of the qualities of a self
help staff person. My information comes from several conversations with
project directors, communities, and Institute Staff.
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in the handbook. Before a project director gets involved with a community
they meet with the community to discuss the town's problem and the
situation it finds itself in. The project coordinators look for signs in a
community that: 1) The community believes they have to do this project 2)
The community feels that they have to do it now, and 3) The community
feels it has no other choice but to use the strategies involved in the
self help approach (they can't afford to rely on outside consultants for
the entire project). Usually the existence of a person or group in the
town that is willing to spearhead the project and remain involved in it
through the construction period is a major factor in a project
coordinator's decision to work with a community. Sparkplugs, as these
individuals or groups are called, are key to project consistency and
completion.
In all cases, the project directors are instructed by their
supervisors not to allow self help assistance to interfere with
enforcement proceedings. As Fred Esmond, Director of DEC's Construction
Management Division, pointed out "The bad thing has to happen first." The
bad thing, may be an enforcement proceeding or simply a critical mass of
residents who have demanded that the town take action. Esmond asserts
that the self help approach can backfire in a community that has not yet
acknowledged that it has a problem and that there is no other way to solve
it. In these cases, a community may perceive that the state is trying to
"shove self help down their throats". (ie as a way of getting compliance)
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Chapter Four
Self Help Support System Analysis
Initial investigation of this program raised more questions than it
answered. Gathering information about the basic program structure
uncovered apparent contradictions. For example, everyone participating in
the SHSS judged it a huge success and pointed to successful community
projects and positive state and local feedback they had received as a
result of their participation. Yet, there is still a significant variation
in the level of resources for self help that the three participating state
agencies have been willing to make. For instance, DEC has eight self help
staff people and DOH only one, half time. Is this an indication that the
program is not as successful in some agencies as it is in others? Is it
simply a result of limited resources? Or is it, as some participants
suggest, that the program is not intended to require additional resources
and DEC is the exception rather than the rule?
Interviews with 2the individual SHSS team members supplied partial
answers to these and other questions. Because the self help approach is
new, implementation has presented many challenges. Not the least of these
is the decision to participate and then to maintain the use of this tool.
This chapter will look more closely at the New York program and how well
it meets the needs of the participating agencies and communities.
The chapter has two sections. The first section describes each of the
SHSS team members and the participating communities. This section explains
why each participates and how they benefit from their participation.
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Drawing from these descriptions, the second section will discuss various
issues that had an impact on the implementation of the self help program
in New York. Specifically, this section will adresss: the integration of
the self help approach into each agency; how the tool is perceived by the
private sector; and, the impact of self help on community capacity
building. This will be followed by a discussion of ways that this approach
can be applied in other agencies and in other states.
Team Players
The variation in resource allocation among the SHSS team to self
help is dependent upon the priorities of each of the participating
organizations. Because priorities vary the utility of the SHSS is
perceived differently by each participant as well. For the two regulatory
agencies, self help represents most importantly, a tool for encouraging
compliance in the municipal sector. To the Institute and DOS, the SHSS
represents more than this. To them the SHSS represents an experiment in
better government.
The Rensselaerville Institute and the DOS seem to share their
enthusiasm and interest in the SHSS's success and continuation. Like proud
parents, they overflow with pride whenever they discuss the program. For
the Rensselaerville Institute this might have been predicted. However, the
reasons for the interest that DOS takes in .this program is obvious only
after it's own goals and objectives are revealed.
Department of State
The Office of Local Government Services,(ODS), is the office within
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the Department of State that coordinates SHSS. Under the direction of
David Pilliod, OLGS acts as an advocate for local government. The Office's
services include assistance to communities in areas such as community
development, economic opportunity, inter-municipal cooperation,
neighborhood revitalization, and organization and management
improvement .32
The OLGS has a duel role in the SHSS. Its staff function as both
advocates of and participants in the program. This office dedicates one
full time person to doing self help projects., Ed White, OI3S' project
director, provides financial and administrative assistance to self help
communities. He also works with the staff of DEC and DOH in evaluating
communities' readiness for self help projects.
There is a fairly clear parallel between the focus of the SHSS and the
priorities of the OLGS. The SHSS is expressly concerned with small rural
communities (which is a high priority of DOS). The concept has at its
core, an interest in community solidarity and revitalization. It
represents a community based concept for organization and management. It
encourages inter-municipal cooperation. Finally, it represents a
cooperative effort among state agencies. It is no wonder that DOS,
enthusiastically supports and participates in this program.
A success for the SHSS can easily be translated into a success for the
OLS. David Pilliod's description of the measurement of success of the
SHSS reinforces this notion:
1) Completion of a project previously thought to be uncompletable
32 NY Department of State, Local Government Handbook. 4th Edition.
1987. p. 228.
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2) Project cost savings realized by communities
3) Human resources empowered (both state and local)
4) A positive relationship between state and local level governments as
Rensselaerville Institute
Institute staff, in particular, Jane Schautz and Director, Hal
Williams are responsible for the development of the New York State SHSS.
While they did not invent self help strategies, they did pull the
strategies together into a cohesive process for community project
development. The state agencies offered the necessary technical staff.
Further, working with the state addressed another problem that they saw
communities struggling with: a lack of interaction between state and local
governments.
The Institute's decision to approach the state with this idea was
motivated by more than an interest in doing something for communities. It
was also strongly motivated by an interest in motivating government to do
something for communities. The concept was not simply introduced to the
agencies and left to be implemented by them. The idea came complete with a
plan for implementation. From the very first pilot project to the present
day, the Rensselaerville Institute has been instrumental in shaping the
Self Help support services.
The role that the Institute played in the establishment of the SHSS
was critical to the form that the program currently exhibits. The work
33 These are the measurements that DOS uses to gage the success of
the SHSS. These measurements vary among participants. Project completion
is the one measure shared by all team members. Cost savings is shared by
all except DOH. The last two measures are most important to the DOS and
the Institute.
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that Schautz and Williams did within the first two years resulted in two
major achievements. First, they tested and refined an institutional model
for self help. And second, they established a constituency for the program
both within and outside the state bureaucracy. This latter achievement may
be the determining factor in the sustenance of the self help program in
New York. This issue of sustaining a self help program will be considered
in more detail in the next section.
The supervisors of the self help staff in DOH and DBC share their
motive for participating in the SHSS. That is, they see self help as a way
to reach out to a sector of the regulated community that they were unable
to help before. They both agree as well that they are very pleased with
the level of success this tool has achieved. Despite the similarity in
their perceptions of the system and its success, the resources they have
committed to self help vary drastically. DEC currently has eight staff
people working on self help while DOH has only one person working on self
help half time. A closer look at both agencies begins to explain the
reasons behind this wide variation.
Department Of Health
According to Michael Burke, the Director of Bureau of Public water
Supply Protection, in DOH, his agency's primary focus is on violations.
Their regulatory activities have shifted over the past four or five years,
he says, from field inspections to enforcement. Agency staff used to
approach compliance from a point of view of " friendly persuaders". Now,
regulators are instructed to locate violations and begin enforcement
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proceedings. In effect, they have moved from people work to paper work.
The priority at DOH is locating and reporting violations. The paperwork
associated with these activities is phenomenal, according to Burke. His
primary goal, right now, is to try to reduce the amount of paperwork
required of his agency.
In 1986 there was a substantial increase in the water supply
regulations. The increase in funding for the department was only slight.
The increase in funds, Burke says, did not even keep up with inflation.
Thus, the amount of work (paper work mostly) required of DOH has increased
substantially but resources have not increased at all.
There are thousands of small water supplies that are out of compliance
in the State of New York. In fact, according to Burke, small communities
have the highest rate of noncompliance in the state. Unfortunately, Burke
pointed out, the behavior of this group of communities is the hardest to
affect through enforcement proceedings. This is due, he contends, to their
inability to comply, rather than their ignorance of the law or their
unwillingness to comply.
The- DOH uses various tools for encouraging compliance. Training
programs are coordinated by the agency for those communities that lack the
knowledge necessary to meet regulatory requirements. For those communities
-1 This statement is substantiated by a survey of state water program
officials conducted by the Association of State Drinking Water
Administrators (ASDWA) released in 1989. According to the ASDWA report,
approximately $31 million in federal funds and $ 65 million in state funds
is spent each year on implementation of current programs. There is an
estimated 12% funding shortfall,($32 million), for the implementation of
current regulations. Between 1987 and 1992, approximately $200 million in
initial one-time costs will be required for implementation of new federal
requirements. After 1992 the annual implementation costs will amount to
$131 million, a 100% increase in current funding requirements.
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that simply don't want to comply, enforcement proceedings (compliance
orders and threat of fines) are used. Finally, for those communities that
do not have the resources necessary to comply with regulations, Burke
says, Self Help offers regulators a good tool with which to promote
compliance.
DOH is very pleased with the success of the SHSS and Burke believes
they will continue to participate indefinitely. His top priorities
however, remain enforcement and violation reporting. One of the greatest
barriers to the use of self help, Burke said, is competing priorities. He
emphasized that self help projects require a great deal of project
directors' time. "If you don't stay with them (the self help communities),
the project won't go." For this reason, he is currently considering
various ways to maintain self help support services while reducing
resource allocation to these activities, at least in the central office.
One possibility would be cutting central office self help services
entirely and encouraging regional health offices to use the tool of self
help in their work with communities.
Department of Environmental Conservation
Self help support services in the DEC are provided by staff within
the Division of Construction Management (DCM). DCM is responsible for
implementation of New York's Water Pollution Control Program (WPCP). This
includes the administration of the state Construction Grants Program.
Fred Esmond, Director of DCM, described the mandate of the WPCP as
the abatement of water pollution. The primary focus of their enforcement
activities, he said, are large polluters. His agency, historically, has
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been quite lenient with small communities. One reason for this lenience is
the relatively low amount of water pollution contributed by these sources.
Another reason is the tremendous amount of time and resources enforcement
of small communities would take. In small communities, where sewage
disposal is handled by small on-site sewage systems, enforcement would
have to be on a case-by-case basis. This, Fsmond acknowledged, would be a
resource intensive task.
For many years, aside from the construction grants program, DCM
could offer little assistance to small communities. Esmond pointed out
that small communities were often not eligible for construction grants due
to a prioritization scheme required by the federal program and developed
by the state. (see chapter 2 for description) In addition, in those cases
where communities were eligible for grants, the resources necessary for
simply completing the application procedures often exceeded the amount of
money they needed for their waste treatment projects. Finally, under
amendments to the Clean Water Act in 1987, Title II construction grants
are to be phased out by the end of 1990 and replaced by a State Revolving
loan fund. 35  This, Esmond commented, will further reduce the availability
of funds to the smaller communities.
The Self Help support services offered Esmond's Division "a way to
assist communities that we couldn't help in any other way." His agency
enthusiastically embraced the opportunity to participate in the SHSS. He
emphasized that self help does not replace other regulatory tools, it
complements them. He admitted that he couldn't totally redirect
5 New York Water Pollution Control Works, Project Priority List.
Division of Construction Management, DEC. p.10.
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enforcement activity due to agency mandates and limited resources.
Encouraged by the success of the first few self help projects, Esmond
requested additional self help staff in 1986. His request was granted by
the Executive Deputy Commissioner and funds granted to the State under
Section 205(g) of the construction grants program were allocated to self
help staff positions.36 The increased resources were approved on a two
year trial basis. The idea behind the two year pilot project, Esmond
contends, is to see what impact increased resource allocation will have on
the success of self help support services.
Lang Marsh the Executive Deputy Director of DEC, believes that the
positive track record of the SHSS makes the added resources "worth the
gamble". Esmond asserts that the Self Help program has generated extremely
positive reviews from participating communities. He was surprised that
communities that got no money from DEC (ie. self help communities) were
more appreciative than those that got grants from the agency for up to 87%
of their project costs. Esmond feels the agency is definitely realizing a
return on its investment.
There are several issues raised by the SHSS team members that require
further elaboration. However, before going into more detail, it is
necessary to present the priorities of the most important participants in
this program: the communities. They are, after all, what this program is
all about.
- 205(g) funds are required reserves for "state management
assistance". They may be used to develop the State Revolving Fund as well
as to manage the Construction Grants Program.
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Communities
In most cases, communities participating in self help projects are
those for which there is no other choice. They are the communities that
have begun a project development process ari realized that project costs
will be higher than people are willing, or in some cases, able to pay.
They are also those that realize they have to do something but just don't
know where to begin. The circumstances clearly vary. However, the greatest
success has been in those communities that have already decided to do the
project.
The type of assistance provided by state self help staff depends on
the needs of the community. For instance, in the town of Willsboro, the
technical engineering assistance of DEC staff people has been the most
important service the SHSS has provided the community. The regional DEC
staff people have provided them with input regarding project design
proposals. Another positive result of their participation, according to
FEina Kunrad, Willsboro Town Supervisor, was the assistance self help staff
provided in " Knowing what you have to get (permits etc.) and where to get
it.1"37 She admitted that without self help they could have and would have
done the project anyway: "It just wouldn't have been as easy."
In the town of Vernon, the project management assistance provided by
DOS staff has been the most beneficial. DOS staff person Ed White, guided
the community through the initial stages of a water supply project. He was
also instrumental in expediting the approval process for district status
application and project permits. According to Elli Bellinger, Vernon town
37 For his ability to facilitate the town's permitting process, Tom
Curtin from the town of Ripley referred to DOH staff person Doug Ferguson
as a kind of "bureacratic guerilla".
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supervisor, using various self help strategies, including the use of the
town highway crew for labor, the town reduced the cost of their water
supply project by half of the original estimate.
The town of Elizabethtown reports that it has benefited most from the
financial advice that staff from both DOS and DOH have provided the town.
The DOH regional office has also been helpful in providing technical
assistance with their water supply project. The town supervisor commented
that she "never dreamed they (state staff people) would be so willing to
help at any time."
Only one of the communities that I spoke with has had a bad experience
with self help. Crown Point is a community that has not yet decided that a
waste water project is necessary. There are failing on-site systems on
several residential properties within the town, but so far, no enforcement
actions have been taken. Action was initiated by affected residents.
There is a group of very vocal and strong minded people in the
community that are opposed to the project. These people, unfortunately are
not those that have the sewage problems. Those with the sewage problems
support the project, but are not very powerful within the community. The
opposition is fighting the project based on the cost that it will place on
community residents. The opposition feels that they should not have to pay
for services that they will not use.
According to the town health official, so far there has not been a
strong enough leadership within the community to push the project.
Communication between town members is bad and communication between the
state and the community is not much better. The self help representative
from DEC apparently "blasted" the town officials a few weeks ago for being
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so difficult. This, according to the health official, didn't help matters
much.
The Crown Point health official said that she felt that the self help
program "didn't do enough". She thinks the town needs someone to take hold
of the project and push it through. Guidance just isn't enough in their
case. She admitted that the DEC people have been fairly responsive. For
instance, when the town asked DEC to supply them with a flow chart for
project completion, DEC responded immediately. However, the flow chart
didn't help. The opposition became so strong shortly after that, that
activities turned from proactive to reactive in nature.
Program Analysis
The interaction between the participating organizations has,in
general, been very positive. However, an attempt, such as this, to
bureaucratize a non-traditional concept is bound to result in some
tension. The SHSS has certainly experienced its share of tensions. There
are tensions between team members, although admittedly few. There are
tensions between the team and other members of the bureaucracy. Finally,
there are tensions between the team members and the outside world. Each of
these tensions has played a role in shaping and refining the New York
program. They also reveal a great deal about the way a bureaucracy reacts
to new tools and provides good lessons in implementation of new programs.
Team Member Issues
Integration
One of the unique aspects of the Self help program is at the same
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time the most problematic. That is, its integration into regulatory
agencies. There is agreement among all those involved in the system,
regarding the types of individuals that are most effective at promoting
and facilitating self help projects on a local level. Opinions on how
these individuals are labelled and where they are actually located seem to
vary considerably among participants.
Each agency in the SHSS has a different method for the integration of
staff working with self help projects. The one that seems to have
generated the most discussion among the team members however, is that used
by DEC. In DEC, there are eight self help staff people. Three are located
in the regional offices and five are in the central office. These
individuals were hired from within the agency to be "self help staff" and
to work only on self help projects.
The fact that DEC has expanded their staff would not normally be seen
as a negative thing. In fact, it might be expected that the agency's
ability to expand and provide more support services would be applauded and
congratulated. On the contrary, the expansion raises several issues that
the team is uncomfortable with. Simply, in expanding the self help staff
in DEC, Fred Esmond has done something that the self help program prides
itself in avoiding. That is, DEC has technically "created another level of
bureaucracy". In doing so, DEC has raised all kinds of questions about the
best way to integrate and sustain self help in a regulatory agency.
Fred Esmond's decision to expand the self help staff was more
strategic than critics would suggest. He believes that by expanding self
help staff and distinguishing them from other staff, he will be better
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able to sustain funding for their activities.Ae Still team members fear
that setting such a precedent will have a negative impact on self help in
general.
This professional distinction of the self help staff is perceived by
various team members to be inappropriate for several reasons. First, it
may suggest to observers of the program that self help requires extra
resources. This would reflect negatively on the program's transferability
to other agencies in New York or other states. Second, it is feared that a
perception of self help as separate from other regulatory activities will
result from this distinction. This latter point is of particular concern.
The apparent distinction between enforcement staff and self help staff may
create a "good cop-bad cop" dynamic within the agency. This, according to
some team members would be confusing to the public. Further, indications
have already been observed that staff people may be getting involved in
projects in communities that are not ready for self help. That is, anxious
to get projects going, staff may be generating enthusiasm in communities
that are not ready to commit to projects. This situation could result in
unsuccessful projects, or confusion among communities regarding the
purpose of self help. -
Another objection to DEC's method of staff integration raised by
several members of the SHSS team, regards the number of staff hired. Team
members emphasize that effective technical assistance is more a factor of
the ability of the individual project director than anything else. That
is, it's not the quantity of project directors, but the quality that
matters. It is feared that in concentrating on quantity, DEC may have
a1 Jane Schautz. personal communication
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compromised the importance of quality self help staff. In addition, DEC's
staff increase,it is feared, may result in an expectation that the
agency's project completion record will increase proportionately. Some
team members expect that this high a goal may be unrealistic. They fear
that DEC's failure to achieve this goal will reflect poorly on self help
as a tool for compliance.
The method of integration used by DOH is much less controversial
among team members. However, this method has its problems as well. This
agency has only one central office staff person, Doug Ferguson, working on
self help. Doug spends the other half of his time working on operator
training programs. Unfortunately, although Doug's work with self help has
been quite fruitful, the agency is considering decreasing his self help
work time to zero in the near future. According to Michael Burke, self
help will continue to be used, but in a more subtle way, Burke's proposal
would be to move self help out to the regional offices.39 The regional
staff people are closer to the communities and know community situations
more intimately than the central office. For this reason, Burke says, the
regions are where self help really belongs.
The idea of moving self help to the regions raises several
interesting issues regarding the integration of self help into a
regulatory agency. Burke's idea that self help belongs closer to the
community level makes sense. Regional staff people may indeed have a
better handle on the local issues than those in the central office.
39 Burke would achieve this shift by organizing self help training
workshops for regional staff. These workshops have been effective in
generating staff interest in self help in the past. There is,in fact at
least one regional staff person using self help currently, as a result of
these workshops.
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However, to guard against the loss of self help altogether as a result of
this transition several things must be considered.
The sustainability of self help in the regional offices depends on the
nature of the relationship between the central and regional offices. The
weaker the link, the less likely it is that the central office, where the
tool has been tested and endorsed, will have any influence in encouraging
the use of self help in the regions. Further, Burke admitted that the
regional offices are as overburdened with enforcement and paper work as
the central office, if not more so. This would seem to diminish the
regional office's potential interest in the use of a tool which focusses a
considerable amount of one staff person's time and energy on a small
number of projects. In addition, the fact that the regional staff is so
close to the communities may work against the use of self help. Regional
staff may be reluctant to get any more involved in local issues than they
already are. Given that self help requires a fair amount of personal
interaction with communities. this may further reduce their enthusiasm.
Capacity Building
According to Jane Schautz, one of the most important functions of the
self help approach is increasing a community's ability to do things on its
own, or capacity building. Unfortunately, this is not emphasized a great
deal by either communities or team members. In fact, the importance of
self help as a tool for capacity building on a local level varies quite
widely among team members. The variation occurs, in this case, vertically,
within individual agencies. For instance, Michael Burke of DOH is not as
interested in capacity building as he is in the community projects getting
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done. This is also the case, it seems, with DEC's Fred Testa. To both the
program directors, the means are not as important as the end.
If the importance of capacity building is not reinforced within the
agency how is this aspect of self help stressed? It is at the project
director level that an emphasis on capacity building is focussed. Because
project directors are usually individuals that have experience working
with communities they understand the need to build capacity in
communities. Further, project directors understand that they will save
themselves time and effort if they invest some energy in teaching
communities while they assist them. For instance, if a project director
shows a community how to write a Request for Proposals, (RFP), rather than
simply writing it, the community may be able to write their own RFP the
next time they need one.
Additional training in capacity building through technical assistance
is included in the training workshops that are coordinated by the SHSS.
According to Schautz. it is through these workshops and daily interactions
with communities that directors develop trust and faith in the abilities
of local communities. Unfortunately, even those SHSS team members that
understand the importance of capacity building and its role in self help,
often exhibit greater interest in completion of project phases than they
do in capacity building. Like a parent anxious for a child to finish a
chore, project directors tend to do things for communities that they might
do for themselves. This may simply indicate a need for on-going training
workshops for project directors.4
40 This also underscores the importance of finding the right type of
person to work with community self help projects.
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Tensions Between SHSS and Bureaucracy
Because the activities that self help staff are involved in are
somewhat non-traditional, some members of the staff may not accept it very
easily. That is, in an agency where the primary mechanism for attaining
compliance is enforcement, the intensity of interaction between self help
staff and the regulatees may seem abnormal, or even wrong. Further,
because self help staff work long hours and attend night meetings they may
be perceived as over-achievers and shunned by some colleagues.
Another issue not realized in New York but which might present
difficulties elsewhere is an apparent conflict of interest that self help
may suggest. Because the individuals using self help work so closely with
community projects that are later permitted by that same agency, a
conflict of interest may appear to exist. 4 ' This issue has not been a
problem in New York. However, it may be perceived as a disadvantage to
agencies considering the tool. This conflict might be avoided by
emphasizing that self help staff take care not to endorse a particular
technology or solution to a community's problem.
Tensions with Outside World
The very basic elements of the self help concept are objected to by
many private sector entities. Engineering consultants, construction
companies, and trade unions are not at all pleased with the cost-cutting
41L Where permits are subject to appeal to the court, the fact that
the department played a role, other than that of "neutral arbiter" might
lead to the opinion of the agency not being given the usual weight.
Although the concern is valid, the evaluation of communities considering
self help should prevent this type of situation. That is, communities that
are divided enough to take the town to court over a project should not be
doing self help projects anyway.
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strategies encouraged by this program. Every penny saved for the
communities is a penny lost for them. Further, the fact that the state is
involved in encouraging communities to do their own projects is even more
distasteful to the private sector.
The Consulting Engineers Council of New York has expressed a great
deal of distaste for the self help project. The Council has in fact
registered a complaint with one agency against one of the self help staff
people. 42 Richard Fritz, Executive Director of the Association said that
the program's inclination to save money was "fine.. .up to a point." He
suggested that this particular program has gone too far in looking to save
money. The lowest bid, he said, is riot always the best bid. Sometimes it's
better to pay more and hire the expertise to do a job.
Fritz stressed that the state program is perceived by his association
as interfering with the relations between communities and engineers. In
fact, he went as far as to say that the program pushes communities away
from engineers. These agencies, he said, are "almost dictating who to hire
and who not to hire." When asked if he had attempted to talk to or work
with the state on these issues, he said that they didn't really want to
hear what he had to say.
Most of the claims made by the Association are valid. The SHSS
does in fact encourage communities to run their own projects and to cut
costs wherever possible. Further, self help project directors admit that
their work places them in an awkward position regarding engineers and
42 This complaint was informal and after being investigated was
simply dismissed. No apparent change in staff/community interaction
resulted from this incident. It simply reinforced the notion that the
technical assistance provided by agency staff is non-traditional and
sometimes puts staff people in a sensitive position.
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consultants working with communities. Often, SHSS staff will be asked to
assist communities with evaluating proposals for project designs. They
must be careful, in this situation, not to push one engineer over another.
It is also common for self help staff to provide communities with
information that indicates that the design completed by the town's
engineer, who may or may not have a long standing relationship with the
community, is a much higher level of technology than the community
realistically needs.4 This too can create uncomfortableness.
SHSS team members believe that self help need not work against
engineering firms. They suggest that self help can actually become a
promotional tool for consulting firms, willing to work with small
communities to develop low cost solutions to their water and waste water
problems. This notion has apparently begun to sink into the engineering
industry in New York. In fact, Doug Ferguson, of DOH, contends that
engineering firms are beginning to approach self help staff people for
advice before submitting bids to small communities.
In addititon to the Association's concerns regarding the state's
interference in the market, individual engineers voiced concerns for the
welfare of self help communities. For instance, in one case, a town had
hired an engineer to do the designs for a sewer line project. The town had
originally planned on doing the construction work itself but changed its
43 Project directors seem to take great pride in their ability to
lower costs for communities. They exhibit at times, a fanaticism not often
seen in a state engineering office. This represents itself in interesting
ways. They give off an air of protector of the helpless victims of the big
bad engineers. This zealousness may be the source of much of the
engineering industry's consternation. This program allows state-agency
engineers to get out into the field and do some real hands on consulting
and designing. They take to this in a big way.
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plans and hired a contractor to finish the work. The engineer expressed
concern that the town might run into difficulties with the contractor in
the event of an accident or project complication. The engineer was not
sure that the contract the town had with the contractor adequately
addressed liability and other legal issues. He added that in a normal
project process that he would have drawn up the contract for the
contractor. He would have used standardized contract documents that would
cover the town in the event of such complications.
Other industries such as construct-ion companies share the sentiments
expressed by the encineering council . Primarily, their concerns regard the
impact that self help has on diverting small communities away from
construction services.
Finally, union leaders in the state have voiced some criticism of the
New York Self Help program. A review of the strategies described in the
handbook reveals quite a few that would have direct negative impacts upon
union labor or a more subtle effect on union-backed labor protection
mechanisms. For instance, the handbook's discussion of force accounting,
has both direct and indirect implications regarding union labor.
First, force accounting encourages communities to use their municipal-
payroll staff instead of outside contractors. Assuming many smaller
communities do not have unionized labor, this could be perceived as a
suggestion to use non-union labor. Second, the handbook provides a
detailed description of when prevailing wage requirements under the Davis
Bacon Act apply to municipal projects.44 In a non-prescriptive fashion,
4'Ihis section of the handbook, also includes a discussion of the
requirements of the Equal Employment Opportunity Act and its applicability
in certain situations.
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this discussion presents instances in which these requirements do not
apply. Regardless of the intent, the implication is fairly clear: avoid
paying for both prevailing wage and higher cost union labor whenever
possible.
Passages in the handbook like this one suggest that union leaders may
have ample cause for concern:
I... small local government projects may be exempt from the
previously mentioned legislative provisions, enabling
communities to adopt their own wage rates without regard to
minimums elsewhere.
Application in Other Agencies
In order to apply self help to another area of regulation, such as
solid waste or even housing, a decision maker must first analyze the
nature of the problems he or she faces. Self help will be of most benefit
to a regulatory agency with a high rate of non-compliance among small
communities. Where financial assistance is not available at all, or, at
least not readily accessible to small communities, self help will provide
the agency with a tool for promoting compliance with regulations. 4 5
Self help is most appropriate for projects that communities can
comprehend and affect. In general, this definition applies to projects
that are low technology and labor intensive. The water and waste water
4 In fact even where there is financial assistance,agencies may
encourage communities to use self help strategies to lower costs of
projects. For instance, if funding for small communities was approved
based on their ability to minimize the cost of their projects and to
establish need, communities would still have an incentive to use self help
strategies. Granted this use of self help is not optimal, however, it does
expand the scope of self help application. Support system team may
disagree, saying that this might imply that the state was trying to shove
self help down communities throats.
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projects completed in New York all fit this description. Various levels of
technology are available for water pollution control and water supply
protection. Communities seeking to lower costs chose the lower technology
solutions and were able to participate actively in project construction.
More complex treatment facilities would have required a greater degree of
engineering knowledge and skill and therefore a greater reliance on
outside assistance.
A solid waste project that serves as a good comparison to water and
waste water projects is lardfill capping. The capping of landfills is
often a problem for small communities. Due to the high costs associated
with these projects, communities often avoid capping landfills until
environmental problems such as leachate generation, or bird and rodent
problems are identified by residents. Capping entails developing a
landfill capping design, going through a regulatory approval process and
then completing the project according to the plans as approved by the
regulatory agency. Although the specifications for landfill capping are
fairly rigid and do not allow the flexibility of technological choices
that water and waste water projects afford, they are still rather low
technology and labor intensive. Further, choosing a lower cost design, is
not the only way to reduce project costs. By assuming the role of project
contractor, for instance, the community may reduce costs significantly
without jeopardizing the integrity of the project.46 Other strategies
such as force accounting and borrowing equipment can easily be employed
46 As in water and waste water, landfill capping project engineering
designs must be approved by a certified engineer. Implementation of design
plans is carefully monitored by the engineer who must approve the work
completed in each phase of the project.
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for capping projects as well.
The self help approach may not be appropriate for all solid waste
projects. For instance, the construction of an incinerator may be beyond
the technical capacity of a small community. Similarly, small communities
that require complex waste water treatment facilities are not the best
candidates for self help.
While the utility of self help in these situations may be reduced, it
is not eliminated. A community may not have the capacity to do a great
deal of the construction work on an incinerator. However, this same town
may reduce project costs by carefully planning and managing the project
development. For instance, the request for and evaluation of proposals can
be coordinated by town solid waste committee members instead of an outside
engineering firm. Further, there are some preliminary steps in
construction that the town could easily affect. For example, the highway
crew can do site clearing and preparation, eliminating the need for an
outside contractor for this phase of the project.
Application in other States
The New York State self help project certainly can be broken down into
component parts and its pieces used in various applications. The self help
materials could, for instance, be distributed to communities working on
construction projects regardless of the area of concern. These materials
might be developed by any agency to provide communities with comprehensive
information regarding project management and completion. Other parts of
the program such as the technical assistance provided by the regulatory
agency could be developed in any agency. The training workshops for
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instance offer a good inner-agency communication device as well as
providing staf f people with training and education in dealing with
communities in a positive way.
Transfer of the SHSS as a whole is also possible and, in fact, is in
progress in at least one state. In 1987, EPA chose the Self Help Support
System as a national model for outreach to small communities with water
and waste water problems. 4 7 Self Help staff from New York traveled to 10
regional meetings to present the self help approach to 45 states. So far,
more than five states have expressed interest in looking more closely at
self help. In Illinois, however, the idea has gone further than simply the
interest stage. Eight state agencies have been organized into a The
Illinois Self Help Consortium, (ISHC), in support of a pilot self help
project to be coordinated by the Illinois Community Action Association.48
The pilot project will focus on a waste water project in the town of
Elkhart. This effort has both positive and negative aspects which are very
instructive.
The formation of the ISHC and the development of the pilot project in
Illinois, is, if nothing else, an effective educational tool for all
participants. All members will be exposed to self help strategies and
hopefully learn from their exposure to its ideas regarding small
communities, state government and the interaction of the two. Further the
convening of these agencies will increase communication between the
47 David Pilliod. personal communication.
48 Participants are: The Governor's Office, the Association, theGovernor's Rural Affairs Council, Illinois EPA, Department of Commerce andCommunity Affairs, Energy and Natural Resources, the Development FinanceAuthority, and the Farmers Home Administration.
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agencies involved in the project. Those most closely involved in the pilot
project itself will also benefit from the interaction with the pilot
community. In a general sense, then, the pilot project will have at least
tangential benefits. The success of the pilot project in achieving more
tangible goals like the incorporation of self help into the regulatory
agencies is much more questionable.
As has been represented by the New York state self help program,
selling self help as a tool for assisting communities with compliance is
rot as difficult as sustaining the bureaucratic use of the tool. That is,
agencies believe that the tool is helpful, but also acknowledge that it
takes time and resources away from other agency activities. This dilemma
might be avoided by attempting to establish self help services outside the
bureaucracy. However, this would jeopardize the positive impact that self
help has on state agencies.49 This option aside, what is left for the
proponents of self help in the way of stabilizing mechanisms?
There are two forces that have an impact on the sustainability of
self help as a bureaucratic tool. The first, is the importance that an
agency places on compliance among small communities. Where small community
compliance is a high priority to an agency, shifting of resources from
other compliance-promoting tools is easily justifiable. What level of
resources are allocated to this tool will of course be limited by the
availability of resources. However, at least some resources will be
justifiable. The EPA's current interest in small community compliance has
** Jane Schautz also contends that the quality of the technical
assistance provided would suffer. The ability of the technical assistance
staff to provide information on technology, financing and permitting is
key, she contends.
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already begun to permeate state institutional planning and may be just the
priority setting force that is needed in many states to stimulate the use
of innovative tools like self help.
The second sustaining force is a strong political constituency either
within or outside the state bureaucracy. Because priority systems for
agencies are prone to frequent shifts, the presence of a supplemental
sustaining force is of the utmost importance. For example, a technical
assistance program may result in several successful community projects and
still fail to receive funding or staff allocation due to an agency
priority shift or a cut in funding. The influence of a strong
constituency, or support network, may be enough to sustain self help even
in times of major resource shortages. The on-going publicity and
advertizement of the benefits of self help both to government and to
communities may be the key to maintaining self help.
The focus of the pilot project proposed by the ISHC is not on the
integration and sustainability of self help into the Illinois bureaucracy.
Rather, most of their effort has gone into attaining outside EPA funds for
the pilot project and getting the participating agencies on board and
organized. The project, as they have set it up, does not seem to be at all
systemic. In fact, with all the outside funding and outside support
services from the Association and the Farmers Home, the pilot project
could be wildly successful and agencies could still choose not to use the
tool further. Finally, although the pilot project has many parties
monitoring its progress, as yet there has not been established a very
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powerful constituency, other than the Association.5 Thus, although the
pilot project is going ahead and may well be successful, it is unclear
whether the pilot will result in integration of the tool into any state
agency.
The integration of self help into the three participating agencies in
New York was a challenge. Program implementation presented each agency
with difficulties regarding allocation of resources, allocation and
placement of staff, and state-private sector interactions. However, in all
cases the benefits seem to outweigh the costs of participation.
The New York program continues to grow and change as new challenges
are presented to the participants. The lessons learned in New York are
important to the effective transfer of this approach. For instance, this
experience shows that an assessment of an agency's priorities and
flexibility of resource allocation is crucial to the effectiveness of this
tool. Further, because the self help approach is new and relatively non-
traditional its implementation must be well supported both inside and
outside the bureaucracy. These lessons will be valuable to future use of
the self help approach.
50 The Association does not appear to be a very powerful force in the
State bureaucracy or political scheme. Further, it is unclear whether the
Governor's Office or any other potential sustaining force has any real
interest in this tool further than the pilot phase.
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Chapter Five
Conc lusions
The New York State Self Help program was developed to assist small
communities in complying with water and waste water regulations. However,
the focus of this program is not simply small communities that are out of
compliance. Rather, it is designed to assist a subgroup of small
communities that are outside the reach of other regulatory activities.
According to Bacow and Wheeler.. there are three types of non-
compliance. The first is intentional non-compliance. Communities that are
capable of complying but deliberately avoid doing so. The second type of
non-compliance is unintentional non-compliance. This is usually the result
of a community's ignorance of regulatory requirements or other ambiguity.
The third type is unavoidable non-compliance. In these cases communities
want to comply but are prevented from doing so due to financial or other
constraints .51
The Self help program in New York was designed to address the
problems faced by communities in the category of unavoidable non-
compliance. The assistance services provided by the program staff are
tailored to communities that: have acknowledged that they have a problem;
know that they need to take action immediately; understand that self help
is their only choice for completing the necessary project; and, are
willing and ready to commit the town's resources to project completion.
52 Lawrence S. Bacow and Michael Wheeler. Environmental Dispute
Resolution (New York: Plenum Press, 1984), pp. 150-151.
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The relationship between state agency staff and local communities
participating in the New York proqram varies considerably from the typical
regulator - community relationship. In a typical regulatory program, the
state agencies are the rule makers and enforcers. Communities are expected
to comply or are fined for non-compliance. For communities that are
intentionally or unintentionally out of compliance, this method may be
appropriate. The threat of a hefty fine for non-compliance may be enough
to motivate community action in many cases. However, for communities like
Seward, that want to comply but are stymied by the capital costs of the
necessary infrastructure, this regulatory scheme is ineffective. The New
York program acknowledges the gap between the regulatory activities and
small community needs and fills it.
Instead of throwing money at the problem, in the form of financial
assistance, the SHSS provides communities with information and technical
advice on how to complete projects and achieve the goal of compliance. In
allowing regulatory staff to reach out and assist communities with
compliance in this way, the regulatory agencies, in essence, take on some
of the responsibility for community success. As demonstrated by the DOH
and DEC staff in New York, the regulators become a part of the project,
monitoring its progress from beginning to end. Success in the self help
program means a project completed. Self help staff are committed to making
each project a success. By carefully assessing a community's readiness and
willingness, a high rate of success is guaranteed.
As discussed in the previous chapter, the New York program has created
tensions between agency staff, and between participating agencies and
private sector interests. In addition, there are more subtle tensions that
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result from this approach to community assistance. For instance, in
changing the role of the regulator to that of assistant, the program may
be perceived as potentially compromising the environmental regulatory
standards. For example, a self help community may be allowed to avoid some
of the bureaucratic hoops that other communities must jump through. This
not only implies that the strictness of procedural compliance may be
compromised, but also suggests that the agency is treating self help
communities preferentially.
This is apparently a risk that the agencies in New York are willing
to take. They contend that environmental protection standards are met by
self help communities. Whether the self help support system treats small
communities preferentially is not as important. as how effective the
program is at meeting the needs of this small group for which no other
tools are available.
Program Limits
The self help approach offers many benefits to both communities and
state agencies. However, as demonstrated in New York, the application of
this tool does have limits. For both communities and state agencies, time
and staff are the most prominent obstacles to the use of self help. On
the community level, the management of a self help project requires at
least one, and usually several individuals to monitor the project and see
it through to the end. This is a tremendous responsibility and may
discourage many communities from attempting a self help project. Further,
in communities where resources are tight or projects are large, projects
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can take considerably longer than they would using a more traditional
approach. For example, the town of Seward, which began working on its
sewer system in 1986, is still completing construction.
For state agencies, the limit to the use of self help is determined
by comparing the costs and benefits of this tool. When the costs of using
this tool become greater than the resulting benefits, the tool will cease
to be productive. Unfortunately, the most effective and successful
technical assistants are those that put a great deal of time and effort
into assisting communities with projects. Project directors located in
the central office may be particularly vulnerable since they must spend a
large amount of time travelling to and from communities. This labor
intensity may be an obstacle to the future use of this tool.
The use of self help may be limited by the interests of the
private sector and their influence on both state agencies and
communities. The opposition of professional engineers, contractors and
unions could easily become more of an obstacle to the self help approach
than it currently is in New York. Depending on the political power of
these entities, the continued use or transfer of self help may be
jeopardized by their intervention. Specifically, the conflict of interest
issue raised by the Consulting Engineers Council in New York may be the
achilles heel of the state agency-implemented self help approach.
Finally, the New York program owes a great deal of its strength
and longevity to the enthusiastic support and nurturing of the staff at
the Rensselaerville Institute. How important this kind of sustaining
force is in the breadth and vitality of future applications of this
approach is unclear. It may be that the experience and success of the New
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York program will be adequate justification for the replication of this
type of program. In any event, the absence of a sustaining force like the
Institute need not be a limiting factor in the establishment of similar
programs. What will be important in these situations will be the
closeness of fit between the goals of the participating agencies or
organizations and the those of the self help program itself. Where the
self help approach is successful at meeting the interests and priorities
of the organizations using it, the benefits of the tool should act as the
necessary sustaining force.
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